Tilth
grows
seed!
This is what we're
all about at Taeges!
Our flexible tyne and Tungsten faced
tips give you excellent penetration.

Taege Drill
“When I need to drill, I want to go no
matter how soft or hard the ground
conditions are. The Taege direct tyne drill
suits all soil conditions. The success is the
tyne action, creating more tilth through
the narrow tungsten tip, then the harrows
refilling the slot, to get the fine soil around
the seed.

In my view it’s the easiest drill
to calibrate, quick to do and
accurate. Maintenance is minimal
and straightforward.
This is a very reliable drill”.
Stu Stokes

- Available in 3m – 6m.
- Gives excellent penetration in extremely hard conditions.

More Efficient.
Better Yield.
More Choice.
Better Quality.

- Creates outstanding tilth, giving much higher strike rates.
- Great contour following ensuring more seed is where you want
it to be.
- Less rock and existing grass pull out.
- Phasing Ram system used to give even depth of seed planting.
- Simple construction, less moving parts reduces down time and
repair and maintenance costs.
- Ability to drill around corners.
- Live tynes gives better trash clearing.

Full complement of optional upgrades available
to suit your individual requirements including
- Tyre rollers.
- End tow kit.
- Third hopper for broadcasting seed or slugbait.
- Stainless steel bins.

Great value, great results –
you be the judge!
A Ground Breaking Company Since 1923

www.taege.com

www.taege.com

Direct Drills
300 series & 360 series

Computerised sponge
metering system is
standard on all models
which provides fast,
easy and accurate
calibration without the
risk of seed damage.

Phasing Ram system
Used to give even depth of seed planting.

Very flexible ‘S’ tynes set on a patented
angle combined with Taege 3 piece boots
and hard wearing narrow tungsten faced
tips in a vastly different set up to other
tyne drills.

www.taege.com

Strong, fully welded,
hot dipped galvanised
frame and brackets
which ensures longevity
of your investment.

